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3RD ANNIVERSARY BLOCK PARTY!
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CapitalAleHouse.com
804-780-Ales

Cool Down
Six new summer brews to usher in the season. by Annie Tobey

These are lawn-mower lagers for a
hot afternoon and potent flavor bombs:
The ever-changing lineups at Richmondarea breweries offer a beer for any
summer occasion. New releases, each
paired with hot-weather activities, await
your exploration.

RuinTen with Orange
Peel and Vanilla Bean

Stone Brewing - Richmond
10.8 percent alcohol

SCOTT ELMQUIST

The much-loved Stone Ruination double India pale ale amps up to a triple IPA
with plenty of hops and extra alcohol in
this Richmond-brewed version. Vanilla
— think Yankee Candle — meets the
nose. Against a malt background, hops
and vanilla merge on the palate as if to
create a vanilla hop bean, with bitterness lingering at the end. Despite its triple moniker, the beer isn’t cloying, and
the alcohol will creep up on you. Try it
after a refreshing twilight dip in the pool.

Summer Moon

Lakeside Pilsner

Final Gravity Brewing
5 percent alcohol
That’s right, a crisp, clean, easy-drinking lager with a Richmond-inspired name.
The clear, golden, German-inspired beer presents with a crackerlike malty nose and
flavor, balanced with hops — noble hops in the boil, plus dry-hopped German Saphir
— to add essence without bitterness. It’s like a saltine: a welcome classic, easy on the
senses, perfect with summer fare or on its own. Pair with a country picnic.

SCOTT ELMQUIST

The brewery’s imperial wheat beer, brewed
with 600 pounds of
raspberries and five
cases worth of fresh
lemon zest, presents
with berries on the
nose. The raspberry
and citrus flavors on
the tongue wane into
the beer’s malt backbone and its rich mouth
feel. A masterful mix of
ingredients makes for a
perfect balance. At 8.1
percent alcohol and
easy-drinking, this beer
could have you howling at the moon. Available on draft and in
bottles. Drink it under
the stars in the Virginia
countryside.
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SCOTT ELMQUIST

Center of the Universe Brewing Co.
8.1 percent alcohol
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Anniversary Ale No. 1
Steam Bell Beer Works
5 percent alcohol

ASH DANIEL

Steam Bell celebrated its first anniversary by releasing a Brett rye saison
aged in white wine barrels, on draft
and in bottles. The complexity of the
flavor suggests a higher alcohol level
than the sessionable 5 percent. The rye
and yeast set a spicy start. The white
wine from the barrels initially is more
apparent to the nose than the taste
buds, but it comes to the fore slowly as
the beer warms. Pair with a coed softball team post-game party.

The Queen’s Garde

SCOTT ELMQUIST

This monarch hits the right notes between authoritarian and laissez-faire — not too heavy for warm-weather sipping nor too light. A robust French bière de garde that’s the color of strong tea, the beer’s toasty, malty flavors prevail,
with just enough hints of dark fruit and hops for balance. Dig deep and you’ll pick up the honey used in brewing. As
Castleburg’s anniversary beer, the Queen’s Garde will make an annual appearance, with only the honey changing
from year to year. Pair with a Netflix movie and chill.

SCOTT ELMQUIST

Castleburg Brewery
8 percent alcohol
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You Put the Lime in the Gose
and You Drink It All Up
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Ardent Craft Ales
4.6 percent alcohol

A tart, salty, brightly crushable German-style
beer, gose — rhymes with Rosa — has made a
welcome comeback. Ardent’s kettle-soured version, brewed in collaboration with O’Connor
Brewing from Norfolk, starts with a pucker in
the back of the mouth — one taste and you’ll
see what I mean. Wheat contributes body to this
hazy, pale, no-bitterness brew. And its flavors of
salt and lime are reminiscent of the rim on a
margarita, that delicious summertime drink.

MEKONG
IS FOR
BEER
LOVERS

6004 W. Broad St. / 288-8929
Mon-Sat 11am-12am
Sun 11am-10pm
mekongva.com

6008 W. Broad St. / 282-1248
Mon-Wed 4pm-12am
Thurs-Sat 12pm-12am
Sun 12pm-10pm
theanswerbrewpub.com

5810 Grove Avenue
RVA 23226 / (804) 285-1758
jackbrownsjoint.com

Facebook: jackbrownsrichmond
Instagram: @jackbrownsrva
Twitter: jackbrownsrva
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We offer over 100 craft beers and our
award winning burger menu. We have
beers from around the corner and from
around the world. Let our highly trained
staff guide you through our extensive
menu, and experience the burger
people love to talk about.
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Why pay more
for Virginia’s best
craft breWs?

Bon Air Provisions always has 24 of your favorite craft beers on tap, at great, affordable prices!
Plus, Father’s Day gift certificates, fresh seafood, hand cut meats, wild game, deli, and 70+ labels of wine!
Buford Road Shopping Center | 2624 Buford Road | (804) 320-0064
BonAirProvisions.com | Monday-Saturday 10am-8pm, Sunday 12pm-5pm
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SCOTT ELMQUIST

The end
came suddenly,
but the wake
would last
for 15 years.

Beer and
Breakfast

Mark Benusa

Fine Creek Brewing Co. opens. by Will McPherson

M

grass area where people can lay blankets and hang out,” says Mark. Live
music is planned, but he adds, “We want
it to be relatively low key to fit in with the
relaxed nature of the area.”
So far, Mark’s favorite Fine Creek
brews are its Belgian double India pale
ale and a Brett saison, a beer similar to
a Belgian wild ale. “We’ll open with nine
beers on tap,” he says. “We want to keep
it limited and do those few really well.”
In addition to a brewery and event
space, the Benusas also have cottages
available for guests.
For some time, the Benusas wanted
to open either a restaurant or brewery
on the property. The wedding venue
attracted families and friends for
events, but there was no reason for
guests to stay. At the same time, they
wanted a spot for locals and tourists
to enjoy.
“We wanted to elevate what a brewery can be by putting emphasis into
the space, but at the end of the day, it’s
still beer,” Mark says. “It’s approachable to everybody.”
Fine Creek Brewing, 2425 Robert E.
Lee Road, Powhatan. Thursdays-Fridays
3-8 p.m.; Saturdays and Sundays noon-7
p.m. finecreekbrewing.com.

Prohibition in Virginia, Distilled
THROUGH DECEMBER 5, 2017

sponsored by

media sponsor

800 E. Broad St. | Richmond, VA 23219

www.lva.virginia.gov
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ark Benusa and
his mother, Lisa,
have been convincing people
to come to Powhatan County to enjoy the area’s natural
beauty since 2004. Now they want them
to come out to try the beer. Fine Creek
Brewing Co., adjacent to the Mill at Fine
Creek, the Benusas’ wedding and event
venue, is the area’s first craft brewery.
Why add beer to the lineup? A hobby,
Mark says. He and his wife, Lauren, both
Virginia beer enthusiasts, began home
brewing a few years ago.
“Our goal is to have some local regulars, as well as some Richmond traffic,”
he says. “Fine Creek is only 25-30 minutes from downtown, and it gives beer
enthusiasts a more scenic craft beer
experience [than urban breweries].”
The spot is set on a hill that overlooks
neighboring farms and the Benusas’
10-acre event venue. The wedding location is lush and surrounded by ruins
with a creek running through them.
The brewery, which opened on May
27, is housed in a large, rustic brick
building with sliding wood doors. A
large deck extends from the taproom
and leads to a beer garden with another
50 seats. “Beyond that, there is a [big]
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SCOTT ELMQUIST

Brewery Babies
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tepping into a brewery can be an assault
on the senses. The smell of roasted malts
fills the air. Patrons bustle from their
benches to the bar to order another
cold beer. Taste buds explode as copiously hopped India pale ales pass the lips of the thirsty
guests. The air is filled with squeals of laughter and
delight as children conquer a board game while their
parents sample a flight of brews.
Wait — what? Kids?
At first glance, that last part may seem out of place.
But more and more, children are becoming staples of
breweries across the country.
“We view our tasting room as a social setting,” says
Dale Price, tasting room manager at Benchtop Brewing
in Norfolk. “We want to be inclusive of the whole family.”
Not everybody, however, is thrilled with this
development.
David Hunter founded a Facebook group, Fans of
Virginia Craft Breweries, in March 2013. With more than
11,000 members, the group is dedicated to covering
beer-related topics. While most of the back-and-forths
are civil, Hunter says when the subject of kids in breweries comes up, the conversation can go south quickly.
It has become one of the most divisive topics
discussed in the group, a trend found on countless
craft beer message boards and comment sections
on the Internet.
“It’s a subject where you either feel one way or the
other, and regardless of what side you are on, your

The Kids Are Here to Stay. By Pete Newell

heels are dug in,” Hunter says.
energy while their parents sit at picnic tables and sip
Much of the opposition to children in breweries
fresh, crafty beer. Breweries have also begun to brew
comes from people who liken breweries to bars. While
nonalcoholic root beers for their underage customers,
both serve alcohol, local breweries have embraced the
including Big Ugly Brewing Co.’s Otter Beer and SmartEuropean tradition of pubs and beer gardens as commouth Brewing Co.’s Lil Po.
munal gathering places. They aren’t really
Random Row Brewing Co. in Charlottesbars or clubs, which serve liquor, have Whether or not
ville has taken its family-friendly business
extended hours and have reputations as children belong
model a step further, recently touting the
at breweries is a
rowdy adult playgrounds.
brewery as a kid-friendly destination on
Other people are simply looking for divisive topic among social media. Providing tables with toy
some quality adult time without the noise customers.
trains and a chalkboard wall, and offering
and distraction of children. Whether they
juice boxes, chocolate milk and snacks,
have kids or not, breweries offer a serene environment
Random Row on Instagram proclaims: “You should
for adults to kick their feet back and enjoy a few pints.
bring your babies to the bar.”
Children don’t always fit into these plans and can often
Many brewery owners are also parents of young
leave a bad taste in visitors’ mouths. Many of these expechildren, so offering a space for adults to relax with
riences lead to negative reviews of breweries that can be
their kids makes sense to them.
found on the Internet.
“We remember having young kids and not having
Despite the protestations, it doesn’t appear brewplaces we could go to where we could be grown-ups,
eries will be changing anytime soon, as more and
but also be with our kids,” says Aaron Childers of Big
more attempt to create family-friendly atmospheres.
Ugly Brewing Co.
The younger people who have been flocking to brewThe debate may continue to rage in taprooms and
eries either have kids already, or will start having
on computer screens across America, but regardless on
kids soon. Business-wise, it makes sense to attract
which side you fall, it appears the kids are here to stay.
this customer base.
“There will always be kids and there will always be
Puzzles, coloring books, and children’s games can
breweries,” Hunter says. “I think a little empathy on
be found at many breweries, giving youngsters someboth sides can go a long way.”
thing to do as their parents enjoy a beer.
Lickinghole Creek Craft Brewery in Goochland has
Originally published in Hampton Roads Growler.
a playground on its 290-acre farm for kids to burn some

What to Expect
on Your First Visit to
a Homebrew Store
by Emma Christensen

W

alking into a homebrew store can seem a
bit like finding yourself
in the middle of a mad
scientist’s laboratory:
gleaming pots from floor to ceiling, bins of oddlooking gadgets, jars of sticky syrups, fridges
full of pouches and packets, and a dusty haze
in the air. When it’s your first time, this can feel
equal parts thrilling and intimidating.
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While every homebrew store is different,
they all share some common features. Foremost
among these are friendly, eager staff members.
People work in homebrewing stores because
they love homebrewing, and I have yet to meet
any employee who isn’t ready and willing to
invite a new homebrewer into their world.
So here’s the first thing to do: Say hello! Don’t
be shy! Tell them that you’re new to homebrewing and this is your first time. More likely than
not, they will immediately take you under their
wing and show you around. If you brought a list
of equipment or a recipe with you, share it with
them and let them help you assemble everything you need.
Another common feature of homebrew
stores is what you find there. A big portion of
the store is likely devoted to equipment: brew
pots of various sizes, hoses, clamps, pumps
and filters, cases of bottles and so on. The
whole grains are likely in big bins or barrels
with a supply of both liquid and dried malt
extracts nearby. Also close at hand are shelves
of adjunct ingredients like spices, honey, fruit
and other flavoring extracts, corn sugar for bottling and various add-ins used during brewing.
Keep an eye out for the fridges: That’s where
the hops and yeasts are kept.
Some homebrew stores are help-yourself
affairs, while others prefer that you ask a staff
member to assemble supplies and ingredients
for you.
The preferred procedure at your store will
likely be apparent as soon as you walk in, but
asking to make sure is always prudent. Even
if you’re encouraged to help yourself, ask for
assistance if you need it.

KATIE NEWBURN
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Get Oriented

Before You Leave
Before you leave the store, double-check
that you have everything you need (and trust
me, it’s all too easy to forget something crucial):
Any new equipment
Grains or malt extracts
Hops
Yeast
Bottles for when you eventually bottle your
beer
Corn sugar for carbonating your beer
Bottle caps
Sanitizer

American Summer Wheat Ale

Make It Yours: If you’re a card-carrying member of the Hophead Club, add some more
to this beer. Cluster hops are fairly mild, so change them out for any of the West Coast
powerhouse hops: Cascade, Centennial, or Columbus.
Beers to Try: Samuel Adams Summer Ale (Boston Beer Company), Gumballhead
(Three Floyds Brewing Co.), A Little Sumpin’ Sumpin’ Ale (Lagunitas Brewing Co.).

Also make sure that you or a staff member
grinds the grains for your recipe. Getting home
and realizing you forgot to mill your grains can
put a serious damper on your brew day.
What should you do if the store is out of,
or doesn’t carry, an ingredient you’re looking
for? While not every homebrew store carries
exactly the same ingredients, they probably
have something close — a different hop with
almost the same flavors, a grain roasted to the
same color, a variety of yeast that is a near
match to the one you want. If you’re not confident in your substituting skills, ask for help.

1-GALLON
1/2 package

5-GALLON
1 package

Pale ale malt, milled

1 pound (454 grams)

5 pounds (2.27 kilograms)

Wheat malt, milled

1 pound (454 grams)

5 pounds (2.27 kilograms)

Cluster pellet hops (7 percent AA), for bittering

.20 ounces (5.5 grams)

1 ounces (28 grams)

Irish moss

1/4 teaspoon

1 teaspoon

Cluster pellet hops (7 percent AA), for aroma

.10 ounces (3 grams)

.50 ounces (14 grams)

Grains of paradise, crushed

1/2 teaspoon

2½ teaspoons

Lemon

1/2 whole

2½ whole

Corn sugar, for bottling

.80 ounces (22 grams)

4 ounces (113 grams)

TARGET ORIGINAL/FINAL GRAVITY: 1.055/1.012
TARGET ABV: 5.6 percent

Unless you’re launching into your brew day
as soon as you get home, take five minutes to
put your new ingredients away properly.
Hops in the freezer: Hops lose many of
their best qualities if left at room temperature,
even if they’re in a sealed package. You can
store them in the fridge if you plan to brew
within a few days, but keep them in the freezer
for longer storage.
Yeast in the fridge: Cool temperatures
keep the yeast in a state of hibernation, though
freezing can be a little too extreme. Store both
dry and liquid yeast in the fridge until it’s time
to brew.
Grains in an airtight container or plastic
bag: Grains can also grow stale if left for too
long. If you plan to brew soon, it’s fine to keep
them in the store packaging. Otherwise, transfer the grains to an airtight container or sealable bag. They can be kept at room temperature.

KATIE NEWBURN

Beyond Your First Visit

Reprinted with permission from “Brew Better
Beer,” by Emma Christensen, copyright 2015. Published by Ten Speed Press, an imprint of Penguin
Random House LLC. Photography copyright 2015 by
Katie Newburn.
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Remove liquid yeast from the refrigerator and,
if necessary, activate according to package instructions. Place on the counter to warm.
Heat 3 quarts (or 3 1/2 gallons) of water to 160
degrees, then stir in the grains. Maintain a mash
temperature of 148 degrees to 153 degrees for 60
minutes. Raise the temperature of the mash to 170
degrees, then sparge using 1 1/2 (or 3) gallons of 170
degrees water to make 1 1/2 (or 5 1/2) gallons wort.
Bring to a boil over high heat. Add the hops for
bittering and boil vigorously for 40 minutes. Add
the Irish moss and continue boiling for another 20
minutes. Add the hops for aroma and grains of paradise and remove from the heat. (Total boil time:
60 minutes.)
Cool to at least 75 degrees and transfer to a sanitized primary fermentation bucket. Add the yeast and
aerate the wort.
Let ferment for at least one week or up to 4 weeks
at 70 degrees. When ready to transfer the beer for
secondary fermentation, use a vegetable peeler to
remove just the outer peel (none of the pith) from
the lemon. Add the peels to a sanitized jug and siphon
the beer over top. Continue to ferment for another 2
weeks or up to 2 months at 70 degrees.
Taste the beer a few days before you plan to bottle. Add more grains of paradise or lemon peels if you
wish. Taste daily and bottle when the beer tastes
good to you.
Dissolve the sugar in 1/4 (or 1) cup of boiling water
and let cool. Mix with the beer, bottle and store for
2 weeks or up to a year. Refrigerate before drinking.

When You Get Home

Homebrew stores are for more than just
supplies. The people who work there are
great resources for all your brewing questions
— I’ve even seen them field panicked phone
calls from brewers in the middle of a brew
day! Employees can help you upgrade your
equipment or switch from extract brewing
to all-grain brewing. They are often happy to
taste your homebrew and analyze its flavors.
They can also connect you to local homebrewing clubs.
Homebrew stores are the hubs of the homebrewing community; once you’re in, you’re part
of the family.

INGREDIENTS
White Labs California Ale yeast, Wyeast
American Wheat, or equivalent
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Hot Times

Five don’t-miss events at local
breweries.
Trapezium Brewing Co.’s First Anniversary
You can take a trip south and celebrate all day long
at Trapezium’s clambake birthday party Saturday,
June 17, at noon. You’ll find special releases,
children’s activities, tacos from the El Mundo
Delicioso food truck, live music and Buttermilk
Bake Shop cupcakes. Tickets cost $12 and can be
exchanged for 20 clams. Trapezium Brewing Co.,
423 Third St., Petersburg. trapeziumbrewing.com.

Stout-Marinated Beef Satay
with Beer Peanut Sauce by Jacquelyn Dodd

JACQUELYN DODD

The Street Fighter II Turbo SNES
Tournament, Soundtrack Release and Beer
Release Party Fundraiser
Garden Grove Brewing Co. is holding a benefit
for Building a Better RPS, a community-based
nonprofit working to bring change to the Richmond
Public Schools — and it sounds like a wild night.
Seriously. On Thursday, June 22, at 6 p.m., get
your joysticks ready for the Street Fighter II Turbo
SNES Tournament, while sipping a glass of Garden
Grove’s special release, Hundred Hop Slap IPA. Live
Street Fighter II-themed music will pump through
the event from hip-hop producers, DJs and other
artists, and you can pick up the compilation album
on the way out. Video game character costumes are
strongly encouraged, the brewery says. There’s a
$5 entry donation to participate in the tournament.
3445 W. Cary St. gardengrovebrewing.com.

Everyone likes to eat meat off sticks. It’s portable, slightly dangerous and completely gratifying. And the sauce is so good
you could drink it, although you should probably just stick to beer.
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Marinade
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3/4 cup stout
1/3 cup soy sauce
3 cloves garlic
1/2 teaspoon turmeric
1/4 cup brown sugar
1 teaspoon red chili oil
1 clove garlic
2 pounds thin-cut skirt steak

Dipping Sauce
1/3 cup peanut butter
1 clove garlic
1 tablespoon lime juice
2 tablespoons soy sauce
1 teaspoon fish sauce
1 teaspoon red chili flakes
1/3 cup stout
1 tablespoon chopped shallots
1 tablespoon brown sugar

In a blender, add the stout, soy sauce,
garlic, turmeric, brown sugar, chili oil
and garlic. Blend until smooth. Place
skirt steak in a bowl or baking dish and
pour the marinade over the steak. Cover
Can you get your
and chill for one hour.
hands on a peanut
Preheat grill to medium high. Remove
butter stout? You
the steak from the marinade and cut into
should grab it. It’s
2-inch squares. Skewer with presoaked
a great beer to try
6-inch wooden skewers. Grill skewers to
and perfect for this
medium rare, about 2 minutes per side.
recipe. If not, look for
To make the dipping sauce, add
a creamy milk stout.
all the dipping sauce ingredients to a
blender or food processor and blend until smooth. Serve the dipping
sauce in a small bowl alongside the skewers. Serves eight as an appetizer, four as an entree over rice.

Choose the
Right Brew

From “The Craft Beer Bites Cookbook: 100 Recipes for Sliders,
Skewers, Mini Desserts All Made with Beer” by Jacquelyn Dodd, copyright 2015. Published by Adams Media, a division of F+W Media Inc.

Red Knight of the Rodeo
Castleburg Brewery is collaborating with local band
Red Light Rodeo to produce an imperial hoppy
amber ale, fortified with Nugget, Cascade and
Centennial hops, dubbed Red Knight of the Rodeo.
Stop by between 7-9 p.m. on Saturday, June 24
to taste the new release while tapping your toe to
a little honky-tonk bluegrass music from the band.
Castleburg Brewery and Taproom, 1626 Ownby
Lane. castleburgbrewery.com.
Independence Day Bash
Some of the best Fourth of July fireworks to be
seen every year are launched over the stands at the
Diamond. If baseball isn’t your thing, put Hardywood
on your calendar for Tuesday, July 4, instead. Food
trucks and beer will be flowing, and they’re all you
need, folks, to remember how lucky you are to be an
American. Hardywood Park Craft Brewery, 24082410 Ownby Lane. hardywood.com.
Circles Barbecue Competition
Summer ought to be about eating as much
barbecue as you can. On Saturday, Aug. 26, you
can grab your last seasonal bites from four different
barbecue trucks, heft a glass of a limited release
of Center of the Universe’s Main St. Virginia Ale,
chat up celebrity barbecue judges, try your luck in a
series of raffles and enjoy live music from Righteous
Outlaws and Undercover Bandwagon. The event
benefits Circles of Ashland, a community nonprofit
dedicated to reducing poverty in the Ashland area.
cotubrewing.com.
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